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I 
Abstract 
The analytical closed-form pricing formulae of accumulators in three different structures 
are evaluated under Black-Scholes Framework. We evaluate the knock-out, double 
commitment and suspension features in the accumulators. By conducting sensitivity tests, 
it is found that the underlying volatility affects the contract price the most. We also 
construct the analytical pricing model for accumulator with suspension feature under 
Heston framework to incorporate stochastic volatility, and deploy Monte Carlo 
simulation method for accumulators with knock-out feature. 
We evaluate the nature of accumulators with their signature of an upside knock-out 
barrier. It is concluded that accumulators are structured products to short-sell underlying 
volatility, from the results of sensitivity tests. We also held discussion on the recent 
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1.1.1 Accumulator in a Nutshell 
Some years ago, a number of prestigious investment banks, namely 
UBS, HSBC Holdings pic and Citigroup Inc., began to issue a 
kind of financial structured product called "Accumulator" to 
their high net-worth individuals and institutional clients. It has 
been commonly viewed by a lot of investors as a fancy product 
that enables them to buy (or accumulate) asset at a discounted 
price for a number of trading days over a specified period of 
time. The contracts usually last for a year, and the commit-
ment of capital to the purchase of underlying asset is usually 
very high (most of them have a denomination of at least 1 mil-
lion USD). 
To suit the appetite of various customers, accumulators take 
1 
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various structures, and their referencing underlying assets vary, 
namely stocks, foreign currencies and commodities. The deriva-
tive was popular among investors who speculate a bull or range 
bound market in certain underlying assets. Institutional in-
vestors who want to hedge against certain exposures in its op-
erations are potential clients for accumulators. As long as the 
knock-out price specified is not attained by the underlying asset, 
the deal can be lucrative in times of bull market. 
These derivatives were often traded in the over-the-counter 
market and were popular particularly in the boom years of 2006 
and 2007. In April 2008, Hong Kong regulators estimated an 
outstanding of 23 billion USD in accumulators. Accumulators 
became further well-known by the public in the outburst of the 
financial tsunami since the contracts have been causing wide-
spread controversies, especially in the Asia market. There was 
� a series of lawsuits filed against the Hong Kong banking indus-
try due to massive losses incurred to a lot of wealthy investors 
'and corporates. There have been a number of cases which in-
vestors lost almost the entire denomination of the accumulators, 
which changed substantially the original view of investors on 
these products. Refer to news [15], [26], [31] and [35] for more 
details of the cases. 
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1.1.2 Criticism over Accumulators 
Many investors have suffered huge losses from accumulators since 
the fall of Lehman Brothers in September 2008, it has been 
termed the notorious "I-kill-you-later" since then. A well-known 
example was Citic Pacific which bought accumulators on AUD 
for hedging its mining projects in Australia. The corporate piled 
up realised losses of 104 million USD in October 2008, which led 
to a substantial tumble in its stock price. It was also subjected to 
formal investigation by the Securities and Futures Commission 
(SFC), which is the financial services regulator in Hong Kong, 
for its suspected unauthorized trades and delayed disclosure of 
related information. 
Coupled with the collapse of minibonds issued by Lehman 
Brothers in the market, these structured products became highly 
infamous in Hong Kong. The media and investors mainly crit-
icized the products in two aspects. First, investors blamed pri-
vate bankers for their misrepresentation of the products as low 
risk investment or a "special bargain" on stocks. The SFC con-
cerned whether these contracts contained false information that 
misled clients about the nature of the products, and whether 
the customers were being fairly treated in the course of selling. 
The other side of criticism was the disproportionate upside 
gain and downside loss with the existence of upside knock-out 
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barrier. This means the gain by the investors is limited by the 
knock-out barrier, while the downside is unlimited. Some con-
tracts even have specific terms that make investors doubled their 
losses when the market collapses. This is what makes accumu-
lators disproportionately in favour of the issuers. 
The validation of these accusations will be investigated in the 
Chapter 5. 
1.1.3 Significance of Research over Accumulators 
The fall in worldwide economy fueled the criticism and doubt 
. over the existing accumulator pricing strategies and models used 
by issuers. In the context of financial engineering, it is crucial to 
investigate the products analytically. It helps to deliver a clearer 
picture for the nature of accumulators and to understand the 
different payoffs due to various market scenarios, so as to devise 
corresponding risk management strategies. Particularly, though 
the contracts were widely viewed as instruments for purchasing 
'discounted assets, the analysis of the contract structures might 
help to explain the tremendous losses of investors in the financial 
tsunami. 
This research is to present the analytical pricing of three 
structures of accumulators and see if they were priced "fairly" 
under the analytical models used. It also attempts to probe on 
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the potential factors that cause huge losses to the buyers of ac-
cumulators, by conducting sensitivity tests with respect to the 
pricing models. 
1.1.4 Contribution of this Research 
In this research, we build mathematical models for accumula-
tors based on three sample contracts with different structures. 
The first structure is an accumulator with knock-out feature, 
constructed based on an equity accumulator trading on market 
in 2008 (see Appendix B.l). The second one is a structure with 
both knock-out and double commitment (when underlying price 
is below a certain barrier) features, originated from a commodity 
contract issued by FCStone Group (see Appendix B.2). The last 
one is an FX-linked accumulator with suspension feature, con-
structed with reference to a sample contract in an FX products 
manual by ABN AMRO Bank (see Appendix B.3). 
We construct analytical models for accumulators under two 
frameworks. The pricing models under Black-Scholes framework 
which assumes constant volatility of underlyings are first devel-
oped. 
We also build analytical models for accumulator with suspen-
sion feature under Heston framework which assumes stochastic 
volatility of underlyings. For accumulators with knock-out fea-
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ture, we resort to a Monte Carlo method with gamma approxi-
mation of variance process integral for the pricing. 
Sensitivity tests under the constant volatility assumption is 
conducted to analyze the major factors that affect contract price. 
Finally we hold discussion on the recent development and the 
premium level of accumulators. 
Figure 1.1 shows the contribution summary of accumulator 
pricing in this research. -
_ _ “ • 
Black Scholes 
Framework Heston Framework 
. (Constant Volatility) I (Stochastic Volatility) 
丨 _, I • • 丨 I ‘ I 
, Knock-out & 
b o e k ' o u t Double conmiitment Suspension Monte Analytical 
- feature ^ feature Method Model 
features 
_ _ L / • I ~ ~ 
, , , . Knock-out & 
Knock-out . , Suspension 
•• . ^ Double commitment ^ 
feature feature 
features 
’� Figure 1.1: Contribution Summary for Accumulator Pricing 
1.2 Literature Review 
1.2.1 Literature on Option Pricing Theory 
A derivative is a financial instrument whose value is derived from 
the value of some underlying variables. A common category of 
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derivatives is option, which gives the right to buy or sell certain 
underlying asset at a pre-specified strike price K, on or before 
a specified maturity T. A call (put) option is a right to buy 
(sell) the underlying, its payoff upon exercise is {S - K)^ = 
max[5 — K, 0] {{K — S)^ == max[i^ - S, 0]) for S denotes the 
price of the underlying asset. 
The fundamental principal of no-arbitrage is crucial in option 
pricing theory. Black and Scholes [3] and Merton [29] made their 
first effort in establishing the equivalence between no-arbitrage 
and the existence of risk neutral pricing for European options. 
The idea of risk neutral pricing was explicitly developed by 
Ross et al. [11] using replicating portfolio and no arbitrage ar-
gument under binomial framework. It assumes the current stock 
price is S, and at the end of a discrete period the stock price will 
be either uS or dS with probability p and 1-p. The parameter 
u and d represent the up and down rate of return respectively 
with the constraint oi u > r >d e^nd u > I >d. For instance, 
the one-step case of the binomial tree gives the stock price at 
the end of the period that has to be equal to riskless expected 
return fi 
pSu + {l-p)Sd 二 Se一 (1.1) 
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which yields the risk-neutral probability by rearranging (1.1): 
/iAf _ d 
P = (1-2) u — a 
where 
u = (1.3) 
d = e - � 雁 (1.4) 
such that the values of u and d match the return volatility of the 
underlying asset. It can be proven that when the time step be-
comes smaller, the Black-Scholes pricing model is a limiting case 
for the binomial option pricing model, in that the log-normal as-
sumption of underlying asset price is satisfied. 
Some fundamental principles underneath their findings were 
further identified. Harrison and Kreps [20] developed the work 
in a continuous-time model with trading at discrete dates, and 
showed that market completeness is equivalent to the existence 
of a unique equivalent martingale measure. While Harrison and 
Pliska [19] worked on continuous trading case. Their establish-
ment of equivalent martingale measure serves as a strong foun-
dation in the literature of option pricing, in which we know that 
the discounted asset price is a martingale. 
Girsanov's Theorem, which tells how stochastic processes change 
with the change of measure, was developed by Girsanov [17]. It 
contributed to the change of measure to risk neutral probabil-
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ity on pricing derivatives. It enables the construction of a new 
probability measure Q, in which W{t) is a standard Brownian 
motion under this measure. 
Refer to Broadie and Detemple [5] for a more detailed de-
scription of option pricing evolution. 
1.2.2 Literature on Occupation Time Derivatives and 
Accumulators 
Financial product innovation has been prevalent among prac-
titioners to fill the needs of investors with different investment 
strategies. Occupation time derivatives are rather novel and 
popular innovation that draw the attention of the financial mar-
ket and the academics. The feature of these derivatives is that 
their payoff depends on the occupation time of the underlying 
variable in certain pre-specified price regions. The regions are 
often specified by barriers, which makes occupation time deriva-
tives a kind of barrier option as well. Studies in the literature 
on occupation time derivatives have been mainly dedicated to 
three types of options, namely Quantile option, Parisian option 
and Step option. 
Quantile option was suggested by Miura [30], which serves 
as an alternative to standard barrier options that lose all value 
on touching the barrier. Quantile option involves a parameter 
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a for specifying the fraction of occupation time in a region. For 
instance, a European a—quantile call (0 < o： < 1) has the payoff 
(M(a,T)-Ky • 
where M(a, t) = inf{a: : Jj > at \ 0 < s < t} 
The interpretation of M{a, T) is the smallest barrier such that 
the fraction of time in T occupied by the underlying variable X 
at or below M(a，T) exceeds a. 
Explicit pricing formulas of Quantile option were developed 
by Akahori [1] by the establishment of closed-form distribution 
function of occupation time of a Brownian motion with drift, 
which is also called the generalized arc-sine law. Dassios [12 
further established the relationship between the a—quantile of a 
Brownian motion with drift and the distribution of the extremes 
of the Brownian motion. That is, 
M(a,t) = sup X{s) + inf X{s) in law 
{0<5<aO {0<s<{l-a)t} 
for the two extremes be independent random variables. Em-
brechts et al. [14] gave the formulas for the distribution of 
quantiles of a Brownian motion with drift and an alternative 
proof to Dassios's findings. 
Another example of occupation time derivatives is Parisian 
option, whose contractual forms were first introduced by Ches-
ney et al. [9]. Having the same motivation as Quantile option, 
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Parisian option is structured such that its value reduces more 
gradually than a standard barrier option does. For example, 
a Parisian down-and-out option with window D, barrier L and 
maturity T only loses all value if the underlying asset price has 
an excursion of duration more than D below the barrier L dur-
ing the option's life, which excursion means moving to-and-for 
within a region. Its mathematical expressions are: 
alt = s u p { 5 < t I X[s) = L}，bit = i n f { 5 > ^ I X � = L } 
where af’亡 and 6f’亡 are the left and right ends of the excursion 
at level L respectively. Then, the first time when the excursion 
time below the level L for more than duration D is denoted by 
H l o W = > 0 I / w O c L } ( 亡 - > D} 
For a Parisian out option, it is not knocked out only if the 
underlying asset price has an excursion duration D before ma-
turity. If the Parisian option is not knocked out according to its 
specifications, the payoff functions are just the same as plain-
vanilla options. 
The pricing formulas of cumulative Parisian option, a varia-
tion of Parisian option, were provided by Chesney et al. [8] and 
Hugonnier [22]. A cumulative Parisian option, in contrast, only 
loses all value if the the underlying price has an excursion of 
duration less than D, above or below the barrier L during the 
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option's life. The occupation time Af~{X) (Af’+(X))of under-
lying asset price below (above) the level L up to time t can be 
defined by 
A ^ ’ 干 ⑷ = f 
Jo 
Thus, under risk neutral pricing the Parisian option price can 
be expressed as 
n f ’ 干 = I F,} 
The last example of occupation time derivatives is Step op-
tion, which was mainly studied and priced by Linetsky [27]. The 
option's payoff is discounted at some rate that depends on the 
amount of time spent above or below a barrier, with different 
discounting patterns used. In effect, the discount is defined by 
the creation of a finite knock-out rate which prevents immediate 
knock-out upon touching the level B. For example, a gradual 
knock-out option has the payoff of 
‘ exp(-pr^) max[X(T) - K, 0； 
f 
fT 1, i f x > 0 
where r " = / H{B - X{t))dt and H{x)= 一 
• l o , i f x < 0 
、 
such that T^ denotes the occupation time below the barrier B 
in T. 
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Contrast to the exponential amortization scheme, an alter-
native to the discount factor is max[l — pr^, 0] which gives the 
linear amortization that defines a down-and-out simple step call: 
max[l — pr^, 0] max[X(T) — 0 • 
G. Fusai et al. [16] discuss the pricing of Asian Corridor 
Options using double Laplace transform method, which could 
be adopted in a simular manner to accumulator pricing; Cai, 
Chen and Wan [7] provide Laplace transform-based analytical 
solutions to pricing various occupational time derivatives, such 
as Step options, Corridor options and Quantile options under 
the Kou's double exponential jump diffusion model, in which 
asset price follows the following dynamic, 
川（十、 ( N t \ 
= l^dt + adWt + d - 1) (1.5) 
The Laplace transform of the distribution of occupation time 
regarding one barrier enables the calculation of closed form op-
tion prices and sensitivities. 
K. Lam et al. [25] have provided analytical pricing formulae 
for accumulators with immediate or delayed settlement under 
Black-Scholes model by decomposing the products into a port-
folio of barrier call and put options. 
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1.2.3 Accumulators as Occupation Time Derivatives 
The following gives a general description to the features of ac-
cumulators: • 
• The client contractually buys a certain quantity of a speci-
fied underlying asset ("Reference Share") from the issuer 
(usually an investment bank) every regular trading day 
("Settlement Dates") for a period of time; 
• The pre-determined purchase price ("Strike Price") is usu-
ally at a discount to the spot price on the issuing day; 
‘ • If the underlying price rises to a certain level ("Knock-out 
Price"), the contract will be "knocked-out" or "suspended"； 
• If the price remains below the knock-out price, the client 
must continue to purchase at the strike price until contract 
maturity. Most accumulators have a maturity of a year; 
• Some contracts specify a doubled purchase commitment of 
underlying if the price drops below the strike price; 
• Usually no upfront premium is charged. However, some 
issuers may specify financial charges which are certain per-
centages of the contract denomination. 
Accumulators are also a type of occupational time derivatives, 
which have a defining characteristic that their payoff depends on 
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the time spent by the underlying asset within a pre-specified re-
gion. Accumulators are generally the most profitable for the 
buyers if the underlying asset price stays between the strike 
price and the knock-out price, which is indicated by the arrow 
in Figure 1.2. When the asset price stays between strike price 
and knock-out price, the owner of the contract can enjoy accu-
mulating asset at a discount. 
……二 ：：----- ：个 
J ^ I Knockout price 
Purchase price \ 
Figure 1.2: Illustration for the Profitable Price Region for Buyer 
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1.3 Structure of this Thesis 
In Chapter 2, we delivery a summary of mathematical founda-
tion that drives our construction of accumulator pricing model, 
namely the Black-Scholes model, Heston model and some rele-
vant mathematical theorems in literature. 
The analytical pricing models, sensitivity tests and simula-
tion results of accumulators under Black-Scholes framework are 
in Chapter 3. Section 3.1 covers a FX-linked accumulator with 
suspension feature; Section 3.2 covers an equity accumulator 
with knock-out feature and Section 3.3 covers a commodity ac-
cumulator with knock-out and double commitment features. 
Chapter 4 are for the analysis under Heston framework (stochas-
tic volatility case). Section 4,1 gives an analytical pricing model 
for the accumulator with suspension feature. Section 4.2 illus-
trates the use of Monte Carlo simulation for accumulators with 
knock-out feature. 
Chapter 5 holds discussion regarding the underlying volatil-
ity, premium and recent development of accumulators. Chapter 




This chapter is to re-state the mathematical foundation which 
helps to price the three structures of accumulators. In Chapter 
3, we price the accumulators under the Black Scholes framework, 
in which volatility of underlying return is assumed to be con-
stant. We review the analytical pricing formulae for European 
options, the Girsanov's Theorem and the corresponding simula-
tion method as the building blocks for the accumulator pricing. 
In Chapter 4，we extend to the more complicated Heston model. 
We obtain the analytical closed-form formulae and simulation 
results for one structure of accumulator, and the Monte Carlo 
method for the other two accumulators. Therefore, we also re-
view the analytical pricing formulae for European options and 
the Monte Carlo method under Heston model. 
17 
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2.1 Black Scholes Framework 
2.1.1 The Model 
The following shows the model by Black and Scholes [3] and 
Merton [29]. The framework started with the assumption of un-
derlying asset price S following a process of geometric Brownian 
motion: 
織 = f ^ d t + adWt (2.1) 
where ji denotes a constant expected rate of return of the un-
derlying asset and a denotes the constant return volatility. The 
process Wt is a standard Brownian motion under the physical 
probability measure P. 
Suppose the value of a European option with payoff g(S{T)) 
on maturity T, which has the price of f{t) = f{S{t),t). First, by 
constructing a replicating portfolio of shares of underlying 
asset and —1 share of the option, thus the value of the portfolio 
is • 
n � =為 S � t ) -酬 , t ) ( 2 . 2 ) 
and the value change of portfolio over {t,t-\- dt) is 
dm = •dS{t) — df[S{t),t) (2.3) 
To evaluate df{S{t),t), one can apply Ito's lemma established 
by Ito [24], which is a well known lemma that is used to evaluate 
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the differential of a function of certain stochastic processes. The 
Ito's lemma for bivariate function is 
奶 = 餐 也 + g • � + 臺 蒜 " 力 （ 2 . 4 ) 
By substitutning (2.4) into (2.3)，a risk-free portfolio is obtained 
尋 ） = � S ( 喝 + % � d t (2 .5) 
Secondly, by applying the no-arbitrage argument, it is necessary 
to equate the change of the portfolio's value (2.3) over (t, t + dt) 
and the risk-free rate r: 
dU{t) 二 _rdt (2.6) 
Substitution of (2.2) and (2.3) into the above yields the govern-
ing equation of option price: 
g + + = (2.7) 
along with the boundary conditions of the above partial differ-
ential equation 
^f(S(T),T) = g{S(T)) 
< / ( 0 , T ) = W O ) e - o n [ 0 ， T ) (2.8) 
lim f{S, t) = " ( o o ) e — o n [0，T). 
The equation (2.7) is so important in the context of option pric-
ing that it is called the fundamental valuation equation. 
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The replacement of /i to r in the underlying asset dynamics 
(2.1) enables risk neutral pricing of option, which a call option 
price can be formulated as: 
CiS(t),t) = - K]^ (2.9) 
Using the assumed distribution of S(T) under the probability 
measure P, 
HS{T))�N + (r - g ^ V 了 ） (2.io) 
the solution to call option price is obtained. 7V(/i，cT) denotes 
the density function with mean fi and standard deviation cr. 
c = S m { d , ) - K e - ' ^ ^ d ^ ) (2.11) 
di = d2 + crVr 
, for $(•) denotes the cumulative standard normal distribution. 
2.1.2 Girsanov's Theorem 
The Girsanov's Theorem is used frequently in our analytical 
pricing models, which tells how stochastic processes change with 
the change of measure. The theorem enables the construction of 
a new probability measure Q, in which W{t) is a standard Brow-
nian motion under this measure. The Radon-Nikodym deriva-
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tive process: 
r)(t) = exp (-1:(tH - aW{t)] ,t G [0,T] (2.12) 
V ^ / 
serves as a medium in defining the relationship of measure Q 
and P, that is: 
dQ = ” (2.13) 
In this way, Q can be interpreted as a risk-adjusted probability 
measure of P. The theorem also helps to extent the assumption 
of a constant drift and volatility of models driven by Brownian 
motion. Refer to [33], [34] for more application of the theorem. 
2.1.3 Simulation 
It is rather convenient to price by simulation under Black-Scholes 
framework, as the solution form of the underlying price dynam-
ics (2.1) is, 
= (2.14) 
Therefore, the major step in the simulation is to generate 
recursively stock price movements, with the form of + A t ) = 
Here e � i V ( 0 , l ) and is generated by the 
random number generator of Matlab throughout our analysis. 
a 
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2.2 Heston Framework 
2.2.1 Motivation to Extend to Heston Model 
The Black-Scholes model has the assumption that the volatility 
is constant relative to the changes in underlying price, which 
is well-known to be inconsistent with market data and docu-
mented extensively in literature. The volatility of an at-the-
money option cannot be used to price an out-of-money/in-the 
money option as the price is underestimated. 
Moreover, from the sensitivity tests of the accumulators, it 
is found that the return volatility of the underlying affects the 
price to a very large extent. In other words, the return volatility 
is a dominating parameter that must be accurately estimated for 
the sake of getting a "fair" price. The methods of estimating 
volatility in pricing under Black-Scholes framework is to imply 
� from an at-the money option with the same underlying and a 
close maturity or using maximum likelihood estimation from 
‘historical data, which might not be sufficient and accurate due 
to the existence of a volatility smile (the implied volatility as a 
function of its strike price resembles a smile). 
Heston model is one of the famous stochastic volatility models 
to incorporate volatility smile for currency options. It assumes 
that the variance of underlying is proportional to the square-root 
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of variance, and has a finite trend as there is a mean-reverting 
drift term (see Equation 2.16). Hull and White [23] showed 
that the price process with stochastic volatility generates an 
implied volatility smile when the underlying and volatility has 
no correlation in their movements, i.e. E[dWi . dW2] = 0. 
To extend the research, we choose this model since it gives 
a closed-form solution for plain-vanilla European options - thus 
enables the pricing of our FX-linked accumulators with suspen-
sion features. See [36] for a market practitioner's use of Heston 
model on FX options. 
2.2.2 The Model 
The stochastic processes in the Heston model [21] are specified 
by a pair of stochastic differential equations (SDE), one for the 
spot price S{t) and the other for the variance of the spot price 
v{t), as follows, 
dS{t) = [vd — rf)S{t)dt + ^/W)S{t)dW2{t) (2.15) 
dv{t) = K{e-v{t))dt^a^/^dWi{t) (2.16) 
where the the Wiener processes Wi{t) and W2W are correlated, 
and E[dWi . dW2] = pdt 
Equation (2.15) resembles the SDE in the Black-Scholes op-
tion pricing model, except that the constant volatility a is re-
placed by a time-dependent variable which is governed 
a 
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by the Equation (2.16). 
Equation (2.16) is precisely the SDE of the Cox-Ingersoll-
Ross model [10]. The process makes sure that the variance re-
mains non-negative, if the relation Ak9 > is preserved. 
The parameter k is the mean-reversion rate governing the 
speed at which the variance moves towards the long-run variance 
G. The a here is the volatility of the volatility v{t). The initial 
conditions are 5(0) = Sq and v{0) is the variance in the SDE in 
the Black-Scholes option pricing model. 
To establish the linkage of the Heston model and the accumu-
一 lator, first we state the Heston pricing model. The European call 
option price P(S,v,t~) satisfies the partial differential equation 
(PDE): 
dP 1 。 們 I . a^p 1 
i + 涵 + P 淑 ^ +豆”。丽 
dP dP 
+ ( � - 谈 滋 + - … 石 = r d P (2.17) 
The characteristic function for the Heston model, H{z,T)= 
‘ 丑 乃 ] ， w i t h expectation taken over the risk neutral mea-
sure, is given by: 
丑(么，T) = ^iz[lnS(0)+(rd-rf)T]+Dv(0)+C (2 工呂） 
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where 
b = K — izpa 
d = yjh^ + z{z + 
b + d 
g = 厂 d 虹 
L� 1 - p . 
— b + d 1 - e 忍 
二 0-2 1 一 ged^T 
Given the characteristic function of the Heston model in Equa-
tion (2.18), the price for a European call option is expressed as: 
C{S,v,t) - - (2.19) 
= 1 1 / ° V 广 二 
2 TT Jq iuH[—i, 1 ) 
F. = ！ + 1 厂 例 ( … 
2 TT JQ LU 
Heston also explained that Fi is the conditional probability that 
the option expires in-the-money, for 2 = 1,2: 
Fi{x,v,TM[K]) 二 P{x{T) > ln[K] | � = x , v { t ) = vl2.22) 
F2{x,v,TM[K]) = P{x{T) > ln[K] | x{t) = x,v{t) = 42.23) 
where x = ln[6'. 
2.2.3 The Monte Carlo Method 
Compared to the Black Scholes framework, simulation method 
under Heston model is much complicated and has been found 
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notoriously difficult to implement and obtain accurate results. 
Broadie and Kaya (2006) [6] made a breakthrough in sim-
ulating the Heston model with no discretization error. They 
simulated the Heston model based on this representation of un-
derlying price, 
S{t) = S{0) expifMt - I [ V{s)ds + p T a / ^ — i � 
乙 Jo Jo 
+ v r ^ [ Vv{i)dW2{s)) 
Jo 
(2.24) 
By rewriting Equation (2.15) in the following form, 
. dS{t) = fiS{t)dt + (^pdWi{t) + x/l-pWsW) 
It is observed that log ( 識 ) i s normally distributed, condi-
tioned on Jq V(s)ds and J^ 
/S(t)\ f 1 ft rt t \ 
logU^J �N〔"卜豆义⑷心+ P乂 VW)dW,{s),{l-p') 乂 V{s)ds 
\\ 
By Equation (2.16), we have 
‘ = ⑷ - 糊 - 歲 + 义 V � 
Given the pair (5(0), ^(0)) , the simulation of the pair 
V⑴，fv(s)ds^ 
\ / 
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It is found that the exact simulation of the value V{t) given 
y(0) is viable for its transition law is a scaled noncentral chi-
square distribution, • 
where X沿）denotes a non-central chi-square random variable 
with S degree of freedom and non-centrality parameter A. To 
simulate, 
1 ( A � 2 \ 
{v{t)\v{^ = v,)) ^ — ro(-,2) + ^ r , - ( i , 2 ) 
7 ^ . , V 产1 / 
7 = 4斗 2 ( 1 -巧） 
A = 7 e — � 0 
with Tj denotes independent gamma random variables and Nx/2 
denotes a Poisson random variable with mean A/2. 
Therefore, the problem of exact simulation of the Heston 
model is reduced to the sampling of 
^ fv{s)ds\V{0),V{t)^ (2.25) 
\Jo / 
which is the distribution of the integrated variance, conditioned 
on the endpoints of variance. The pair (2.25) equals in distribu-
tion 
^ fv{s)ds\V{0)=vo,V{t) = vt] = X1+X2 + X3 
\Jo / 
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where 
00 1 Nn 






^ - E 7 .^(2,1) 
n=l� 
in which Xi ,X2 and rj are mutually independent. Nn are inde-
pendent Poisson random variables with means (t^ o + Vt)Xn re-
spectively. expj(l) are independent exponential random vari-
ables with unit mean. 卢)are gamma random variables 




• 6 = 4/C(9/(J2 
Zj are independent copies of the random variable Z, where 
_ WttV 
、 = + 4兀2几2) 
_ kH) + 47rV 
、 二 
Glasserman et al. also suggested a truncation method for 
approximating the infinite sum in Xi,X2 and Z. They defined 
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remainder random variables for the three variables, 
oo 1 Nn 
对 = E ^ ⑴ 
n=K+l 1 几 
oo 1 
x f 二 Y^ 1) 
n=K^\� 
oo 1 
= V -rn(2,1) 
and approximated them by gamma random variables with spe-
cific shape and scale parameters, depending on the level of trun-
cation K. When truncating at level K, the approximation of Xi , 
for instance, has the approximated value of 
K 1 Nn 
a 
Chapter 3 
Pricing under Black-Scholes 
Framework 
3.1 Structure One (Suspension Feature) 
3.1.1 Introduction 
The FX-linked accumulator^ has the suspension feature, which 
means the contract will not be "knocked out" but "suspended" 
�’ for one trading day when the underlying price is above the 
knock-out price. Note that the price generated in this particular 
contract should not reflect the real accumulator price trading in 
the market, as it is not a real term-sheet but a sample illustra-
tion. 
In the terms, "total fixings" means the number of days to 
determine whether trade has to be executed. The contract re-
3piease refer to Appendix B.3 for more details, the sample terms may slightly be 
adjusted for simplicity, without loss of generality. 
30 
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Sample Terms (As of Feb 2007): 
Name of Product FX Linked Accumulator Note 
Capital Protect ion None 
Underlying Exchange Rate Price of 1 USD expressed in GBP 
Denomination One Million GBP 
Total Fixings 252 (Daily Purchase) 
Current Spot £0.78 
Strike Price £0.74 _ 
Barrier 1 £0.74 
Barrier 2 (Suspension Level) £0.89 
Pricing Date Today 
Redempt ion Date (maturity) 1 year from today 
Table 3.1: Sample Terms for FX-Linked Accumulator 
demption date is one year from today (the contract maturity), 
which is different from the previous two accumulators. It is a 
structured note linked to the performance of a foreign currency 
exchange rate (GBP/USD). The note will redeem partly in the 
z original currency of denomination (GBP), and partly in the al-
ternative currency (USD) at an attractive rate compared to the 
prevailing rate on the pricing date. The amount redeemed in 
USD depends on the underlying exchange rate relative to the 
two barriers during the note's tenor. The objective of the con-
tract is to accumulate as much cheap alternative currency (USD) 
as possible. The payoff of the contract depends on the number 
of fixings between Barriers 1 and 2，and the overall trend in the 
a 
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underlying exchange rate. 
3.1.2 Model 
To price the FX-linked accumulator, we specify the following 
notations and assumptions to facilitate the analytical pricing, 
Notations 
S(ti): Price of USD in GBP at time U 
ti： Closing price on each fixing date; U in unit of year for z = 1 , 2 , T 
K: Strike price 
B: Price at Barrier 2 
M: Total denomination 
n: Total fixings days 
Assumptions 
• Interest rates are constant throughout the period of con-
,� tract; • 
• There is no arbitrage opportunity in the market; 
• There are 252 trading days in a year, each of which occurs 
at equal intervals; 
• The underlying follows geometric Brownian motion^: 
dS{t) = rS{t)dt + aS{t)dWt 
t 
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where Wt, 0 < t < T, is a Brownian motion in a probability 
space F, P); 
Closed Form Pricing Formulae for Accumulator with 
Suspension Feature 
盖 X k o ) X E P{S{U) <B)- Ke-rtT x £ P{S{U) < B) 
L i = l i=l . 
where P{S{U) < B) = ^ ( ’ ) 二 ^^  ) , and 
(3.1) 
Proof 
Payoff at maturity (In GBP) 
= U n i t of USD bought per day x (no. of fixings S{ti) < B) x [S'(tr) _ K 
二 Daily purc^ a^ e amount 乂 (^O. of fixingS S(ti) < B) X [S{tT) " K 
=£xh{SiU)<B}X[S{tT)-K] 
i=l 
Note that indicator functions are included so that only cash 
flows incurred before reaching the knock-out condition are eval-
4Here we simply use the general form of geometric Brownian motion for the underlying 
to keep the pricing formula neat and original. To incorporate the foreign exchange rate 
dynamics, change the dynamics to dS{t) = (r^ — rf)S{t)dt + crS{t)dWt, i.e. change the 
parameter in r by r^ - r/. For a structured note linked to the performance of a foreign 
currency exchange rate (GBP/USD), rd is used to denote the domestic risk free rate (UK) 
and 77 the foreign risk free rate (US). 
It 
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uated, and the daily purchase amount is computed by the total 
denomination divided by the total number of fixings. 
Next, the payoff function is discounted according to the cash 
flow time to yield the pricing formulation, 
PV(contract) 
=E X 悬 X f： X [S{tT) - K] 
= r 付 T X 盖 X 五 £ I 则 训 X [S{tT) - K] 
li=l � 
= e - r t T X 悬 X e I j ： I 剛 讽 X S{tT)\ -Kxj：邵剛〈召}] 
By Changing the expectation of l{s{u)<B} to the probability distribution, 
=e-咖 x^x\e\j： ^siu)<B} X S{tT)] -KxJ： P{S{U) < B) 
. L U=i � . 
二 备 X 五 丨 : X 风 0 ) e ( - 办 T + f 广 购 ) e - 付 了 ] 
i=l 
i=l 
By the Girsanov's Theorem, 
= S { 0 ) XEIJ： I { 卿 < 5 } e — • 广 恥 ） 
li=l _ 
—Ke-^T X f； P{S{U) < B) 
‘ = X E [E I侧)训1 - Ke-付 T X Y： P{S{k) < B) 
: T � H : 
= 盖 X ^(0) X E P{S{U) <B)- Ke-^^T x ^ < B) 
- i=l i=l _ 
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The remaining task is to find P�S�U) < B) and P{S(ti) < B): 
P ( 卿 < B) 
= 纖 仏 歲 ） 
\ B 2 \ 
二 p (z < In雨一(二一) where ^ is a standard normal random variable 
V ^^ / 
And similarly, 
P{S{U) < B) 
二 歪 " 纟 J , 
Here also provides the formula used particularly for pricing 
the FX-Linked accumulator, ^ 
= M X [ 柳 ) X f ： P ( S ( t i ) < B ) - Ke—喻 x E P{S{U) < B) 
L � 
where P 糊 ⑶ 二 屯 ( 1 告 ( ( 二 " ) - ” ’ ^^^ 
3.1.3 Sensitivity Tests 
By taking partial derivatives with respect to the input param-
eters of the pricing function of the accumulator, the sensitivity 
tests results of the FX-linked accumulator are obtained in Figure 
3.1 (x-axis is the input parameter, and the y-axis is the contract 
price under the pricing model), as follows: 
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Figure 3.1: Sensitivity Tests for the FX-linked Accumulator 
Intuition Behind the Sensitivity Tests 
Initial Rate 
Given a fixed purchase rate, a lower initial rate means the 
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clients are paying a higher rate to buy USD, so the contract 
price increases as the initial rate increases. After some point 
when the initial price is too high, the contract could be 
easily suspended and thus causes a drop in contract price 
again. 
Suspension Rate (Barrier 2) 
When the suspension rate increases, the upside potential 
of the underlying rate is less limited, which causes the con-
tract price to rise. After some point the curve flattens, it is 
because the knock-out rate approaches the level which the 
underlying rate has less probability to reach. 
Purchase Rate (Strike Rate/Barrier 1) 
The higher the purchase rate, the more expensive the un-
derlying. 
FX Rate Volatility 
Under low FX rate volatility, the downside risk is smaller 
and clients are able to buy USD at a discount with a relative 
larger number of trade executions (less suspended days). 
While at high rate volatility, the upside gain is limited by 
the knock-out barrier whereas downside loss is unlimited. 
Risk Free Rate 
With the solution form of the stochastic differential equa-
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tion of the underlying rate 2.14，it can be observed that with 
a higher risk free rate, the underlying rate grows faster. 
Therefore the contract price goes up as risk free rate in-
creases as clients accumulate cheaper and cheaper USD 
at the maturity date when the underlying rate goes high. 
However, when the growth rate of the underlying rate is 
too high, the number of trade execution decreases as the 
rate is often above the suspension level. The unit of cheap 
USD accumulated falls, resulting in lower contract price. 
Trading Frequency 
As we hold the other parameters constant and the volatility 
of FX price movement is low, it is not surprising to observe 
that the price of contract increases as the trading process 
is more frequent. Virtually it is the increment of times in 
which clients can purchase the underlying at the discounted 
price, which is the case under low volatility condition. 
3.1.4 Simulation Results 
The results of the analytical model is further confirmed by sim-
ulation using Mat lab. The simulated price of the accumulator 
using 100,000 samples is £41,472, where the analytical price is 
£41,648. 
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90% confidence interval for contract price: [£41,470, £41,474； 
95% confidence interval for contract price: [£41,470, £41,474 
Average trading rate in a year: 95% 
Here shows the percentiles of discounted payoff in the simu-
lation, 
5认 and 95力"percentile: [-£136,277, £196,966； 
2.5认 and 97.5认 percentile: [-£167,469, £216,764 
It is surprising to see that the analytical and simulated price 
of the FX-linked accumulator are positive, which is different 
from the other two due to the low return volatility assumed in 
the model (which is shown in the coming two sections). Mean-
while", the payoff percentiles in the simulation show a rather 
balanced up and down sides compared to the equity and com-
modity accumulators. There are comparison and discussion on 
these results in Chapter 5. 
Moreover, it is observed that the analytical result is not con-
tained in the confidence intervals. We shall suggest that the 
simulation results are discrete-time approximation of its corre-
sponding stochastic differential equation, whereas the analytical 
result is of exact computation from the dynamics. Thus, the 
value difference between them is the computational error arisen. 
The same issue applies in other simulation results. 
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3.2 Structure Two (Knock-out Feature) 
3.2.1 Introduction 
The Section is to price a typical equity accumulator^ with knock-
out feature. To facilitate the understanding of the product 
mechanism, a sample terms of accumulator contract will be 
included, as what we have done with the previous FX-Linked 
accumulator, to illustrate the pricing derivation. 
Sample Terms (As of June 2008) 
N a m e of Produc t Discount Share Purchase Notes 
Issuer Rabobank International 
. Underlying Ordinary shares of HSBC Holdings pic (005.HK) 
Duration 252 trading days year) 
Daily No . of Shares 255 shares per note 
Initial Level HKD130.4 
Forward Level HKD122.9672 (94.3% of Initial Level) 
Knock -out Price HKD143.44 (110% of Initial Level) 
Knock-out Condit ion The contract is knocked out if the closing price of the 
underlying on any Exchange Business Day is equal to or 
• greater than the knock-out price. (Up-and-out) 
Upfront P r e m i u m Not required 
Table 3.2: Sample Terms for Equity Accumulator 
1 Please see Appendix B.l for details of the contract terms, the sample terms may 
slightly be adjusted for simplicity, without loss of generality. 
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3.2.2 Model 
The payoff of this accumulator, being the major difference of this 
structure from the previous one, depends on the everyday stock 
price, whereas the payoff of FX-linked accumulator is based on 
the ending asset price. Yet the intermediate asset prices do 
affect the payoff, in the way that they determine the quantity 
of asset purchased. 
We start with the notations and assumptions of the pricing 
model, 
Notations 
S{ti): Stock price of HSBC at time U 
S: Forward level of purchasing stock 
K: Knock-out price of the contract 
N: Daily number of share to purchase 
to： The first day when the contract is in effect, set to = 0 
ti： i认 Exchange Business Day specified in the contract, in yearly basis, 
i.e. U = for i = 1,2, ...T 
I^.: Indicator functions where Bi = {U < Tk}] i = 1,2, ...T 
Tk： mm{t : t > 0]S{ti) > K}, 
i.e. the first passage time of stock price to level K 
Assumptions 
• Interest rate is constant throughout the period of contract; 
• There is no arbitrage opportunity in the market (which is 
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in line with the existence of the risk neutral measure); 
• There are 252 trading days in a year, each of which occurs 
at equal intervals, and the payoff is settled on each trading 
day; 
• The underlying follows geometric Brownian motion: 
dS{t) = rS{t)dt + aS{t)dWt 
where Wt, 0 < t < T, is a Brownian motion in a probability 
space (n, F, P). The constant parameters r and a denote 
the risk free rate and return volatility of the underlying 
. respectively. 
Closed Form Pricing Formulae for 
Accumulator with Knock-out Feature 
= N X ( 风 0) X IT-Z P{U >TK)]-SXY： e -r“ . [1 — P{U > T K ) ] � 
V L 2=1 � i=i y 
t, ‘ 
where > T k ) = S ！ w h e r e 
Mr under P 
‘ " 叫 1 2 
‘ 汝 一 T ) under P, and 
K = (Knock-out Pricc^ for both cases. 
Proof 
The equity accumulator's value for each share can be calcu-
lated by the difference between the expectation of stock value 
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bought and the payment made by the contract buyer before the 
knock-out price is reached, i.e.: 
五P [Stock value bought before knock-out 
—丑P [Payment before knock-out 
=EP [ E e—rti . S{U) • Ib] — EP [ £ e - r � • S • Ib^ 
U=i � Li=l � . 
First, we evaluate the first component of the expression: 
^ ^ [Stock value bought before knock-out 
= E P [ e e - r “ . S{U) . Ib, 
：罕 」. 1 
=EP 它 e—rZi. ( 卜 他 . 
.i=l 
= 5 ( 0 ) X f； 一 ⑷ - 一 。 ） . Ib] 
i=\ ‘ 
Now, define Z � = e—i^t计"网、and Wt. = Wt, — crti and set 
Z = Zt^, then again by the Girsanov's Theorem: 
T 
5(0) t；丑 P[e-A“-o)+f~—购）• Ib,] 
i=l 
1=1 
= S { 0 ) X E^[I{t ,<TK} + ht2<TK} + … + htT<TK}. 
=S{0)x[T-J:P{U>Tk)], 
i=l 
as it is assumed there are equal intervals between trading 
days and T trading days per year. 
Here we need the distribution of passage time for Brownian 
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motion with drift fi; it is known that the density of passage time 
Tk to the level K under is as follows: 
P^Tk e dt] = 
Details of the distribution can be found in [34]. Since there is 
a change of measure in the previous calculation, the underlying 
follows the dynamics: 
dS{t) = {r + a^)S{t)dt-haS{t)dWt 
1 / 则 、 / —、 ~ 
I n ( 瑞 ） = … + j ) “ 讽 
； I n ( 瑞 ） = + + 
. under measure P. 
By substituting “ 二 去(r+y), where r is the risk free rate, a is 
the annual return volatility of the underlying; K = ^ Knock-out Price). 
and t, the trading days are in the unit of year, we can obtain 
the value of P{ti > Tk): 
u 
/ K 
e 2s ds 
- • 0 
Next we evaluate the second component of the expression, 
i.e. present value of the payment before knock-out occurs. 
Under risk neutral measure P, the cash payment until the 
� T 1 
contract is closed-out is given by E^ 付< . S . Ib , where 
- li=l ' � ， 
s is the forward level specified by the contract, in this case, 
HKD122.97. 
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五P [Payment before knock-out 
= [ £ -S'Ib, 
.i=l . 
= S x f ： • P{ti < TK) 
i=l 
= S x Z e 一付 i • [1 - P{ti > Tk)] 
i=l 
Again by the density function of passage time for Brownian 
motion with drift, the value of P(ti > Tk) is obtained, where: 
1, cr2� ，， 1, ,Knock-out Price� 
" = , - y ) and K = ; l n ( ^ ) 
Result follows by calculating the difference between the two 
components. 
The analytical price of the equity accumulator using mar-
ket implied volatility is -$410,032, that of using volatility by 
maximum likelihood estimation is -$412,238. For its parameter 
estimation, please refer to Appendix A. 
3.2.3 Sensitivity Tests 
The sub-graphs in Figure 3.2 depict the effect of every single 
parameter to the contract price, which were evaluated by taking 
partial derivatives with respect to input parameters of the pric-
ing function. The graphs are generated by Mathematica, where 
x-axis is the input parameter, and the y-axis is the contract price 
under the pricing model. 
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Figure 3.2: Sensitivity Tests for the Equity A c c u m u l a t o r 
Intui t ion B e h i n d t h e Sensit iv i ty T e s t s 
Initial Stock Price and Forward Purchase Price 
Initial price of stock is inversely related to the contract 
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price, since a lower initial price means the client is paying a 
higher forward price to buy the stock; and on the contrary, 
forward purchase price of stock is positively related to the 
contract price, since a higher forward price means the client 
is paying a higher price to buy the stock. 
Stock Return Volatility 
Stock return volatility is inversely related to contract price: 
at low return volatility, there is a high chance that the un-
derlying price stays below knock-out level, this enables the 
client to keep purchasing underlying at a discount, result-
ing in positive contract prices; when price encounters high 
volatility, there is a high chance that the stock price falls far 
below the purchase price, which upside potential is limited 
by the knock-out condition, therefore resulting in a deeply 
negative contract price. 
Risk Free Rate 
Risk free rate is positively related to the contract price, as 
the contract price is largely related to the future cash flow 
of stock purchase, a higher risk free rate means a heavier 
discount to the future cash flow, resulting in a less negative 
present value. 
Knock-out Price 
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Knock-out price is a convex function of the contract price. 
At a low knock-out price, upside gain of stock is limited to 
extent of knock-out price, while the downside loss is unlim-
ited. Therefore the expected contract price becomes more 
negative when the number of transaction (and the knock-
out price) increases, as there is a slimmer hope that the 
trade can be terminated by the knock-out condition. When 
knock-out price keeps increasing, the contract is virtually 
never knocked out in a year, and the upside gain of stock 
is captured nearly to the same extent as the downside loss, 
contract price increases as a result. 
Trading Frequency 
As we hold the other parameters constant and the volatil-
ity of underlying price movement is fairly high, the price of 
contract decreases as the trading process is more frequent. 
,� When the underlying price is in a down trend and the trad-
ing frequency increases, the losses of client is doomed to 
‘ surge. 
3.2.4 Simulation Results 
The simulated price of the equity accumulator (using market im-
plied volatility) using 100,000 samples is -$445,127 (Prices are in 
HKD for the rest of this chapter)(Analytical results: -$410,032). 
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The following shows some key statistics: 
90% confidence interval for contract price: [-$445,141, -$445,112: 
95% confidence interval for contract price: [-$445,144, -$445,109 
Average tenure of contract: 91 transactions 
Knock-out probability in a year :记 77% 
The simulated price of the equity accumulator (using volatility 
by maximum likelihood estimation) using 100,000 samples is -
$453,026. . 
Here shows the percentiles of discounted payoff, virtually the 
contract price, in the simulation, 
5认 and 95力"percentile: [-$2,582,950, $89,053； 
2.5认 and 97.5认 percentile: [-$2,986,778, $109,194； 
The analytical price of the equity accumulator is virtually 
the expectation of the discounted future cash flows, obtaining a 
highly negative price means the expectation of discounted pay-
off is negative under risk neutral measure. Prom the payoff per-
centiles in the simulation, it is shown that the upside gain and 
downside loss in extreme scenarios are highly disproportionate. 
The two figures differ more than 20 times in magnitude. More-
over, due to the relatively low knock-out barrier, 77% of the 
simulated transactions will end before reaching the longest pos-
sible maturity (1 year) of the contract. 
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3.3 Structure Three (Knock-out Double Com-
mitment Feature) 
3.3.1 Introduction 
Table 3.3 on the next page shows a sample of a commodity 
accumulator^ with knock-out and double commitment features. 
Note that the price generated in this particular contract should 
not reflect the real accumulator price trading in the market, as it 
is not a real term-sheet but a sample illustration by the contract 
issuer (FCStone). 
Figure 3.3 is used as an example of underlying price move-
ment to explain the mechanism of this Accumulator. The con-
tract buyer is obliged to enter the 2500 bushels Dec Corn Future 
contract at the purchase price of $2.25. In May 2005, there are 
two occasions when the price dropped below the purchase price, 
therefore the size of purchase should be 5000 bushels. The trade 
、、 
was continued to be 2500 bushels per week until 20认 June, when 
, t h e future price picks up to $2.52. 
2piease see Appendix B.2 for details of the contract terms, the sample terms may 
slightly be adjusted for simplicity, without loss of generality. 
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Sample Terms (As of 8/10/07) 
Name of Product Consumer Accumulator 
Issuer FCStone Group, Inc. 
Underlying Dec Corn Future (CBOT) 
Weekly Commitment 2,500 bushels per note (If the weekly closing price of the 
underlying is below the purchase level, the weekly bushel 
commitment doubles.) 
Duration 30 weeks 
Initial Level $2.37 � 
Purchase Level $2.25 
Knock-out Price $2.52 
Knock-out Condition The contract is knocked out if the closing price of the 
underlying on any Exchange Business Day is equal to or 
greater than the Knock-out Price. (Up-and-out) 
Upfront premium Not required 
Table 3.3: Sample Terms for Commodity Accumulator 
3.3.2 Model 
The notation and assumption^ is the same as that defined in the 
previous Section. 
5To incorporate the underlying future price dynamics instead of spot price, adjustment 
is needed. The spot price of the underlying follows geometric Brownian motion: dS{t)= 
rS{t)dt + aS{t)dWt, and since F{t)=风亡）for T* being the maturity of future 
contract. Based on the relationship of spot and future prices, the dynamics of future 
price is: dF{t) = 0 • dt + aF{t)dWt, where Wt, 0 < < < T, is a Brownian motion in a 
probability space (O, F, P), and r is the risk free rate of the market. Thus, the solution to 
the stochastic differential equation for the underlying is: 
F(T) = i?⑴ (州T-vv^t) 
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Price of Weekly Closes 
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Figure 3.3: Illustration for Mcchanism of the Commodity Accumulator (Ex-
tract of picture from flyer by FCStone) 
To summarize the result: 
Closed Form Pricing Formulae for Accumulator 
with Knock-out and Double Commitment Features 
= s ( 0 ) X E \p{u < Tk) + P{S{U) < s , u < TK) 
X E [e- r “ X < Tk) + P 糊 < S , U < TK))] 
“ - i=l ZJ 
where P{U >Tk) = J ^ exp f - M ] ds; 
0 L -
and P{S{U) < max > Sk) = J ^ e " " 令 
一 I — 0 0 
f 
{ r - 4 ) under P 
M = < 2 
[ … + Y ) under 
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K = ( 翁 ) f o r both cases; and 
Q = i In (；^) for both cases. 
Proof 
The accumulator's value for each share can again be calcu-
lated by the difference between the expectation of stock value 
bought and the payment made by the contract buyer before the 
knock-out price is reached: 
Price = [Value of Normal Transaction before Knock-out 
+丑戶[Value of Extra Commitment before Knock-out 
The first component has the same formulation as the equity 
accumulator presented in Section 3.2. It is the normal trans-
action when the future price doesn't drop below the purchase 
level. 
Notations used in the following expressions are the same as 
those in Section 3.2. 
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First component 
=丑尸[Normal commodity value bought before knock-out 
[Normal payment before knock-out 
=EP [E 一 . S{U) . /{“<一 - EP [E E - � • S • / { � < � , } 
Using the same operations as that of the equity accumulator, 
let = e—•汁J机i be the Radon-Nikodym derivatives, 
= S ( 0 ) X f： P{U < T K ) - S x i ： X P{U < TK)]， 
i=l ~ i=l 
where P(ti < Tk) and P(ti < Tk) are in the same forms as that 
of the equity accumulator. 
The second component is the commodity and payment value 
in extra transaction when the stock price drops below purchase 
level. 
Second component 
=五户[Extra commodity value bought before knock-out 
—丑户[Extra payment before knock-out 
「T -
= E P Y^ e—付i • S{ti) . I{s{t,)<s} . hti<TK} 
.1=1 
r T 1 
. —妒 E • 5 • I{sit,)<s} • I{ti<T,} 
U=i _ 
=EP [ e 一 .維)./{卿<虹一 -EP [ e 一 . s . 
T � Li=l _ 
= S { 0 ) X Z X P { S { U ) < S , U < T k ) 
1=1 
T _ 
-SxYl [ e — X P{S{ti) <S,ti< Tk)] by the Girsanov's Theorem. 
i—l 
The next step is to deal with the above joint probabilities, 
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the original joint distribution is changed to another one that an 
explicit form is well established: 
P ( 咖 <5，亡 
/ \ 
=P Siti) < S, max S{tn) < Sk 
V ^<tn<U / 
\ _ ( _ \ 
= P (S{u) < s ) - P i S(ti) < 5 , m a x S{tn) > Sk 
\ y 0<tn<ti / 
Here we need the joint distribution for Brownian motion with 
drift and its maximum to date, (refer to [4] and [34] for the 
details of the joint distribution). 
P max W^(s) > K, W^{t) edz] = _^严-V�2'. dz 
for W^{s) = I^s + W{s) 
For < Tk^S{U) < Mn (識)= ^ ( r - + W(t) 
2 
constructs a Brownian motion with drift, where /x = (r - y ) , 
/ \ / — \ 
= ^In ( 翁 ) . A n d let Q = ^ In ( 秦 ) a s the integration 
region. 
For P{ti < Tk, S{ti) < S{t)), due to change of measure, the 
dynamics becomes ^ In ( 織 ) = a n d ; = 
with K and Q remain unchanged as in the previous case. Thus, 
/ \ 
P Siti) < S, max S{tn) > Sk 
> 0<tn<ti J 
二 P [w^{t) < Q, max > K 
\ 0<s<t / 
？ 1 “卜(丨卜印 
= / 2 2t dz J v27rf 
—00 
Here shows the pricing formulae if we consider the accumula-
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tor with the future price of the underlying as the reference price: 
F ( 0 ) X E k 作 X (p{U < Tk) + P{F{U) <P,ti< Tk)\ 
- F x J ： [e-r 力 i X {P{U < Tk) + P{F{U) <F,U< Tk))] 
where P(U >Tk) = J ^ exp [ - ^ 1 ds; 
0 L J 
and P{F{K) < F m a x F{Q > FK) = F 士 之 ； 
3.3.3 Sensitivity Tests 
By again taking partial derivatives with respect to input pa-
rameters of the pricing function of the commodity accumulator 
(x-axis is the input parameter, and the y-axis is the contract 
price under the pricing model). The sensitivity tests results are 
obtained, as follows: 
Intuition Behind the Sensitivity Tests 
� Figure 3.4 shows the sub-figures for sensitivity tests for different 
parameters. Since the structure of the commodity accumula-
- t o r resembles that of equity accumulator, except that there is 
double commitment in certain condition, the sensitivity tests 
for commodity accumulator give similar patterns as the other 
one. For the intuition of the sensitivity tests of initial price, 
purchase price, stock return volatility, knock-out rate and risk 
free rate on accumulator price, please refer to Chapter 3.2.3 for 
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Figure 3.4: Sensitivity tests for the C o m m o d i t y A c c u m u l a t o r 
the analogous explanations. 
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3.3.4 Simulation Results 
The simulated price of the accumulator (using market implied 
volatility) using 100,000 samples is -$10,693 (Prices are in USD 
for the rest of this chapter), the analytical price is -$9,869. 
90% confidence interval for contract price: [-$10,697, -$10,690' 
95% confidence interval for contract price: [-$10,698, -$10,689 
Average tenure of contract: 15 periods 
Knock-out probability in a year: a 70% 
The percentiles of discounted payoff in the simulation are as 
‘ follows, 
5力"and 95& percentile: [-$61,889, $3,832； 
2.5仇 and 97.5认 percentile: [-$74,214, $4,542 
Again, as it was seen in the equity accumulator, the price of 
、， the accumulator is negative and the payoff percentiles in the sim-
ulation are highly imbalanced with the two figures differ around 
‘ 2 0 times in magnitude. 
Chapter 4 
Extension: Pricing under 
Heston Framework 
4.1 Structure One (Analytical Model - Sus-
pension Feature) 
4.1.1 Pricing of the Contract 
Recall that in Chapter 3.1, the pricing model under Black-
Scholes framework is: 
「 T T 
！ X S(0)e-"斤 X V P{S{U) <B)- Ke—丫加 x [ P{S{U) < B) 
Kn [ ^ i=i 
With Equations 2.22 and 2.23, we can easily transform it into 
pricing formula under Heston framework, as follows: 
r T 
—X e-”tT xSox(l- Fi{x,v,UM[B])) 
Kn ^ 
- 1 = 1 
T ‘ 
- Y , Ke-'dtT X (1 — F2{x, V, ti, ln[5])) 
i=l -
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The pricing model is implemented by Mat lab; the most dif-
ficult part of implementation is the integrals in Equations 2.22 
and 2.23. We use the function quadl{fun,a,b) to evaluate the 
integrals, which approximates the integral of function fun from 
a to 6 to within an error of using recursive adaptive Lobatto 
quadrature. 
Bloomberg only provides daily estimates (no historical data) 
of Heston parameters, we took estimates on 27/01/2010 and 
21/04/2010 respectively for our pricing of FX-linked accumula-
tor, as shown in Table 4.2. 
Parameter 27/01/2010 21/04/2010 
(0) 0.013 0.0124 
. K 5 5 
e 0.0215 0.0204 
a 0.56294 0.34712 
p -0.3238 0.7263 
Table 4.1: Heston Model Parameters Estimates for Underlying of USDGBP 
by Bloomberg 
We try to price arbitrarily the same FX-linked accumulator 
in Table 3.1, except that the strike and suspension barrier lev-
els are 87.5% and 105% of the spot prices on 27/01/2010 and 
21/04/2010 respectively. 
The price for the accumulator on 27/01/2010 is £72,896, 
while that on 21/04/2010 is <£76,186. Discussion on these re-
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Parameter 27/01/2010 21/04/2010 
Spot rate 0.62 0.6486 
Strike rate 0.5425 0.5675 
Suspension rate 0.651 0-6810 
Table 4.2: Default Input Parameters for FX-linked Accumulators 
suits is in Chapter 5. 
4.2 Structure Two and Three (Monte Carlo 
Method - Knock-out feature) 
In the pricing of equity and commodity accumulators with knock-
out feature, the model under constant volatility requires the dis-
tribution of first passage time for Brownian motion with drift. 
Under stochastic volatility, however, the analytical solution is 
still an ongoing topic in literature of Financial Engineering. In-
stead of establishing the analytical formulation for the price 
of accumulator with knock-out feature, we aim to exploit the 
Monte Carlo methods established by Glasserman and Kim [18 • 
The key is to simulate the variance process, namely Equation 
(2.16). 
We deploy the series truncation at truncation level K = 1 
as Glasserman et al. showed that the bias at level K = I is 
small compared to K = 20. And the fact that the higher truri-
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cation level substantially increases the computation time of the 
accumulator pricing (imagine an accumulator consists of hun-
dreds of options), lower truncation level is applied for achieving 
appropriate speed-accuracy tradeoffs. 
For more detailed implementation and proof of the Monte 
Carlo method, see section 2.2.3 and the original paper [18]. The 
major step is to simulate the asset price movement recursively 
and get the daily prices that enable the calculation of discounted 
payoffs on every trading day. Taking the average of discounted 
payoffs of trials gives the price of the contract. 
4.2.1 Simulation Results 
The simulated price of the equity accumulator using 10,000 sam-
ples is $27,943 (Prices are in HKD for the rest of this chapter). 
We use the Heston parameters (cr, K,,p) suggested by Ander-
son et al. to price the equity accumulator, and the variance of 
、、 
underlying return as a proxy for the initial variance VQ. The 
following shows some key statistics: 
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90% confidence interval for contract price: [$27,928，$27,959 
95% confidence interval for contract price: [$27,925, $27,962 
5认 and 95认 percentile: [-$141,048, $157,423； 
2.5力"and 97.5力"percentile: [-$205,893, $194,211] 
Average tenure of contract: 92 transactions 
Knock-out probability in a year: w 95% 
We can see that the accumulator price is highly deviated from 
the price estimated in the Black-Scholes case, mainly due to a 
very different set of input parameters and pricing model used. 
A limitation in deploying this Monte Carlo method is that 
the computational time for accumulator price is long due to 
the complex nature of accumulator. Moreover, it is observed 
that the computation time is highly parameter-dependent, some 
trials need exceptionally longer time to evaluate. For instance, 
the value of Nn, the number of summation in Xi , can be very 
large when the input value of a is very small. Due to the speed-
accuracy tradeoffs, the accumulator price can be remarkably 
erratic. 
4.3 Heston Parameters Estimates 
To implement the Heston model for pricing, sets of model pa-
rameters have to be determined to reflect the nature of different 
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asset classes. As calibration of parameter is not the focus of this 
research, this section aims to list the two sources available for 
estimates of Heston parameters. Our pricing relies on these two 
sources. 
Suggested by Glasserman and Kim [18], three cases of param-
eters established by Anderson [2] can be used to price long-dated 
FX options, long-dated interest rate options and equity options 
respectively. Duffie et al. [13] provided parameter set for pric-
ing S&P 500 index options. Model parameters estimated for 
different underlyings are shown in Table 4.3. 
Parameter FX Interest rate Equity S&P 500 
K 0.5 0.3 1 6.2 
e 0.04 0.04 0.09 0.02 
cr 1 0.9 1 0.6 
p -0.9 -0.5 -0.3 -0.7 
Table 4.3: Heston Model Parameters Estimates by Anderson and Duffie et 
“ al. . 
. T h e sets of estimates will be useful for pricing our FX-linked 
and equity accumulators. 
The other source is Bloomberg, where there are also readily 
available Heston parameters for various underlyings. Bloomberg 
did not disclose the exact procedure in the estimation and it 
claimed to determine these parameters by calibration to a set 
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of vanilla options of different strikes and maturities. However, 
Bloomberg did not provide Heston parameters estimates for eq-
uity under lyings. 
Heston parameters estimates for commodity underlying, which 
are needed for pricing the corn accumulator in Table 3.3, also 
cannot be found in both sources. 
Chapter 5 
Discussion 
5.1 Volatility of Accumulators 
Among all the parameters in the analytical models, the return 
volatility of the accumulator's underlying has been found the 
most remarkable and influential to the accumulators' prices. 
The sub-figures in Figure 5.1 show the sensitivity tests of return 
volatilities a on the prices of the three accumulators covered 
� in the previous chapters. Note that x-axis is the input parame-
ter, and the y-axis is the contract price under the pricing model. 
-They share the same pattern - the accumulator prices are in pos-
itive values when the return volatilities of the underlyings are 
small; when the volatilities continue to rise, the accumulator 
price drop substantially from positive values to largely negative 
values. 
This phenomenon has been discussed in the former sections 
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Figure 5.1: Sensitivity Tests of Return Volatilities on the Accumulator Prices 
of sensitivity tests 一 low volatility of underlying enables the con-
tract buyer to purchase underlying at a discount of the initial 
price; while there is a high chance that the underlying price falls 
far below the purchase price in high volatility，and the volatility 
towards upside is limited by the knock-out condition. 
Therefore, accumulators are different from plain-vanilla op-
tions in the way that their prices will drop in high volatility. In 
this sense，longing an accumulator is virtually short-selling the 
volatility of the underlying. The sensitivity test figures are like 
symbolic payoff diagrams for the accumulators. 
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Accumulator Volatility Estimation Analytical Price Simulated Price 
Equity 47.482% -$410,032 -$445,127 
Commodity 34.604% -$9,869 -$10,693 
FX-Linked 11.607% ^：41,648 £41,472 
Table 5.1: Volatility Estimations and Prices of the Sample Contracts (under 
Black-Scholes Framework) 
It is also in line with our pricing results in the previous 
chapters. Since equities and commodities have generally higher 
volatilities than exchange rates, the implied volatility of the re-
spective underlying taken from the market was much higher. 
This makes the price of FX-linked accumulator, as seen in Ta-
ble 5.1, to be positive and the rest to be negative. There is 
another possible and likely reason for the positive price. Due 
to limited access to market information, we take dummy values 
that resemble the contract in the FX manual (refer to Appendix 
B.3), which makes the price unrealistic. In reality, the contract 
is probably termed with parameters that produce a premium 
,over the fair price. 
While investors were short-selling volatilities in the under-
lying, the global market volatility has been mounting in 2008. 
This can be observed by looking at the Chicago Board Options 
Exchange Volatility Index (CBOE VIX), a popular measure of 
the implied volatility of S&P 500 index options. A high index 
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value means a more volatile market and investors are willing to 
pay a higher price for risk. The market often refers it as the fear 
index. 
In Figure 5.2, it is shown that the VIX index surged from 
an average of 25 in Ql-2 2008 to a maximum of 80 in Q4 2008. 
Apparently the volatility short-selling nature of accumulator de-
picts the crisis in 2008, when a lot of accumulator investors in-
curred huge losses in their positions. 
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Figure 5.2: CBOE VIX Index (Q1 2008 - Q2 2009) 
5.2 Instability in the Model Parameters 
Since calibration of Heston model parameters is not the focus of 
this research, we resort to the estimates provided by Bloomberg 
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L.P.. Yet from our observation, the Heston model parameters 
can be changing quite dramatically over time. For instance, the 
following shows two Heston parameters estimated using market 
data. In less than three months, the volatility of volatility (a) 
was changing largely, and correlation between the exchange rate 
and the volatility dynamics (p) even changed its sign. 
Parameter 27/01/2010 21/04/2010 
o 0.56294 0.34712 
p -0.3238 0.7263 
Table 5.2: Estimates of a and p for Underlying of USDGBP by Bloomberg 
Considering accumulators with long tenure as a series of long-
call and short-put, this is what makes the price inaccurate. As 
we use only one set of Heston parameters for the pricing of 
accumulator, the set of data may reflect the asset price dynamics 
in short time frame, but might deviate from the true asset price 
dynamics when the' vintage of contract increases. For example, 
the volatility of any FX pair may be small in one month, but can 
be large in a year due to political issues. Therefore, using only 
one set of Heston parameter for the pricing of accumulator with 
long maturity (typically one year or more) may be inappropriate. 
One way of dealing with this might be using different sets of 
Heston parameters for different time frames, implied by a series 
of market instruments with different maturities. However, this 
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can further complicate the pricing model. 
The estimation of volatility a in the Black-Scholes framework 
suffers from the same problem. We estimate it by an implied 
volatility of an option from market with same maturity as the 
accumulator. However, it can only reflect the longer term asset 
volatility, which in turn inflate or deflate the near term dis-
counted payoffs. 
5.3 Premium over Accumulators 
The common way of pricing contracts is to estimate the model 
parameters for the underlying and use the pricing model to find 
out the fair price and premium in the contract. The other way 
of looking at the problem is to find their hedging costs. Prom 
the previous sensitivity tests, it is known that the investors are 
short-selling the underlying volatility on purchasing accumula-
tors, i.e. issuers long volatility of the underlying. They need a 
short position in volatility to hedge the exposure. 
To offload the vega position, issuers can pass the volatility to 
retails by issuing options (In Hong Kong, it is particularly done 
by warrant or OTC market). Therefore, the hedging cost can 
be reduced if they sell products that can essentially offset their 
exposure to vega. 
By looking at the difference between the volatility implied 
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by the pricing model and the trading level of volatility in the 
warrant market, we can extract the minimum premium earned 
by the issuer. The premium is a minimum as it can be further 
increased by pooling all contracts with vega position and hedge 
by the portfolio as a whole. The premium is believed to be 
huge, as it is known that the salespersons of the accumulator 
particularly received an upfront pay for every contract they sell. 
A probe on the incentive scheme or compensation program of 
the sales teams in investment banks will be beneficial to figuring 
out the premium level the investment banks earned. 
5.4 Return of the Accumulator Products 
Accumulators were seen as toxic structured products in the af-
termath of the crisis, yet it is re-gaining its momentum in the 
market. In less than a year, many high-net-worth investors were 
surprisingly moving back into these structured products despite 
the painful crash in the financial tsunami. 
Though the risk appetite of Asian investors has not been 
changing in a large extent, they do become more cautious on 
buying the products. The recent trend in the accumulator per-
ceived by practitioners is a preference of simpler (e.g. single 
stock underlying) and shorter term (three to six months instead 
of one or two years before the crisis) structures. Investors also 
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look for products which is more liquid and understandable in 
their pay-off and fee structure. The trading volume is still small 
compared to the peak in 2007-2008, but the market is certainly 
on the upward trend. 
To regain trust and sense of "safety" in the product, issuers 
have been innovating new structures in the accumulators with a 
focus on limiting risk in a low volatility environment. Bankers 
said that the accumulators were "improved" with new features 
to limit the damage of asset price slides. For instance, BNP 
Paribas introduced a new type of accumulator called the "Ac-
cumulator with buffer zone" in February 2010. 
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Figure 5.3: Illustration for Accumulator with Buffer Zone 
The investor is protected from having to purchase underlying 
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in a range up to 10% below the strike price, which is claimed 
to be "significantly reducing the risk of incurring losses in a 
low-volatility environment". Figure 5.3 shows an example of 
accumulator with buffer zone with a strike price of 100, the 
investors do not need to purchase the underlying when price is 
in the gray region. 
However, our analysis of the accumulator pricing model shows 
clearly that the product is the most dangerous in the environ-
ment of high volatility. The new feature to reduce losses in low 
volatility environment certainly helps, but the investors are not 
protected from the even greater losses in the fatal fat-tail. 
Refer to articles [32] and [28] for more detailed discussion. 
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Chapter 6 
Future Work &6 Conclusion 
6.1 Future Work 
There are a few aspects of the research that should be refined 
and extended. 
Firstly, to use the Heston model for incorporating stochastic 
volatility, the estimation of parameters (i;(0), cr, Q, /c, p) is crucial. 
Particularly the parameter t'(O), the initial value of the variance 
process, can greatly affect the value of the contract. Calibration 
of the Heston model by market data is left to be studied, e.g. 
the type of market data set used and the type of estimators to 
be used for the calibration. 
Secondly, in the current model it is assumed that the underly-
ing follows geometric Brownian motion. To incorporate possible 
jumps in the underlying price, it is sensible to consider Jump 
Diffusion Model for the underlying's dynamics. 
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Thirdly, we did not produce the sensitivity tests under the 
Heston framework in this research. The greeks are important 
for formulating the hedging strategies of accumulators. 
6.2 Conclusion 
The analytical closed-form pricing formulae of accumulators in 
three different structures are evaluated under Black-Scholes Frame-
work. It is found that the underlying volatility affects the con-
tract price the most. We also construct the analytical pricing 
model for accumulator with suspension feature under Heston 
‘ framework, and deploy Monte Carlo simulation method for ac-
cumulator with knock-out feature. 
It is found that accumulators may not be suitable derivatives 
to accumulate underlying in a bull market, due to the limitations 
of their upside knock-out barrier. Instead, buying accumulators 
can be an instrument to short-sell underlying volatility. It is 
because the contract buyer enjoys discount in purchasing un-
derlying in low volatility, and bears huge loss in high downside 
volatility of the underlying, from the results of sensitivity tests. 
Appendix A 
Other Parameters Estimation 
Risk free rate 
Take the Bank Discount Rate of Treasury Bill with matu-
rity of 52 weeks for the countries (As of the first week in 
May, 2008 in the USA and the UK). The Bank Discount 
Rate is the rate at which a bill is quoted in the secondary 
market and is based on the par value, amount of the dis-
count and a 360-day year. 
For the USA rate: Data are provided by the U.S. Treasury, 
refer to www.ustreas.gov. 
For the UK rate: Data are provided by the UK Debt Man-
agement Office, refer to www.dmo.gov.uk. 
Market Implied Volatility 
The volatility estimations by market data were the implied 
volatilities of options in real market with the same un-
derlying and close maturity. The data were provided by 
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Bloomberg L.P.. The usage of market price of option is to 
get the market implication on the future volatility of the 
contract underlying. 
Maximum Likelihood Estimation of Volatility 
We assume that the asset price follows log-normal distribu-
tion, which means the asset return is normally distributed: 
For Xi, (i = 1,2, ...,n) denote the independent identically 
distributed asset return samples, we maximize the likeli-
„ hood of: 
= /(:ri,;r2，…’ I/i，cr2) 
n 
i=l 
U t t ^ V exp I J 
by taking partial derivatives over the likelihood function, 
/ 
, which yields: 
i=l 
n 
E ^ i 
-
(A.l) 
Note that these methods of estimating return volatilities 
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could be inaccurate, please refer to Chapter 5 on the limi-
tation of parameter estimation. 
Appendix B 
Sample Contracts 
Appendix B provides the details of contracts that were used for 
referencing in this thesis. The sample accumulators mentioned 
. in the model may not be perfectly identical to those described 
in the real contract, yet the basic structures resemble. 
B.l Equity Accumulator 
B.2 Commodity Accumulator 
,B.3 FX-Linked Accumulation 
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Rabobank 
{ 
Final terms and conditions*, as of 3 June 2008 
For full terms and conditions relating to the Note* (including comnMrcial tormt), piMst rtftr to th« Offering Circular dattd 24 
D«c«mb«r 2007 (as supplemented from time to time) relating th« Issuar'f Programmt and tht tppllcabit Final T«rms relating to tha 
Notes to b« dated on or around the Issue Date. 
Warning • The contents of this document hav* not been reviewed by any regulatory authority In Hong Kong. You ar« advised to Mcrcist 
caution In relation to th« purchase of the Notes. If you are In any doubt about any of th* contents of this document you should obtain 
independent proftsslonal advic*. 
^ B H J J l J P J ^ ^ H H l J ^ H H i E I B I H B H i ^ P l ^ ^ f f l H ^ P I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B Derivatives 
• M H i t t l 曙 l i l l B f l i B l i B M B M i l i M i l S l i B B B 【 鲁 1 0 / F York House, 
The 
Hong Kong 
Issuer Codperaiieve Centrale Raiffeisen - Boerenleenbank BA (Rabobank Structured Products) 
Rating of Issuer Issuer b rated AAA/Aaa by Standard & Poof's I Mood/s 
Calculation Agent CoOpemtleve Centrale Raiffeisen - Boerenleenbank BA (tracing as Rabobank International) 
ln<trutn«nt Equity Linked Redemption Note issued under the Issuer's Euro 8,000,000,000 Structured Medium Term Note 
Programme (the "Programme") 
Underlying Equity/Equity iMuer Existing ordinafy shares of HSBC Holdings PLC (Bloomberg Code: 5 HK) 
ISIN & Common code of Underlying Equity ISIN: GB0005405286 ： Common code: 012482965 
Trade Date 3 June 2006 
Initial Fixing Date 3 June 2006 
luue/Payment Date 17 June 2008 
Valuation Date 5 June 2009 
Maturity Date The last SeMemenl Date as set out in the Settlement Schedule below, providecl that a Knock-out Event has not 
occurred. If a Knock-out Event occurs, the Notes wtll settle on the Knock-out Settlement Date 
Initial Level HKD 130.4 
Forward Price HKD 122.9672 (94.30% of Initial Level) 
Knock-out Prlc« HKD 143.44 (110% of Initial Level) 
Dally Number of Shares 255 shares per Note 
Total Number of Exchange Business Days 248. 
* The Total Number d Exchange Business Days may be less than the number specified above H the Exchange 
fate to open on any Scheduled Trading Day 
Aggregate Nominal Amount HKD 7.776,446.00 (Total no of Notes 1 x specified denomination HKD 7,776,446.00) 
Specified Denomlnallon HKD 7,776,446.00 
l$»ua Price 99% o( Denomination 




Total Numb«r of Sham With respect to an Obsavation Period: (a) H a' Knock-out Event has not occurred during the Obsovayon 
Period, the sum of all the Daily Number of Shares with respect to ail the Exchange Business Days In the 
Observation Period; and (b) H a Knock-out Evert has occurred during the Observation Period, the sum of al the 
Daily Number of Shares w»h respect to all the Exchange Business Days In the Observation Period uptosnd 
excluding the Knock-out Date, 
provided that once the aggregate number oi Exchange Business Days under the Notes reaches the Total 
Number of Exchange Business Days, the remaining Exchange Business Days will not be counted for the 
purpose of determining the Total Number of Shares, 
Reference Price Means, in respect of an Exchange Business Day, the official dosing price of the Underiying Equity quoted on 
the Exchange on such Exchange Business Day as determined by or on behaH of the Circulation A ^ . 
H an Exchange Business Day is a Disrupted Day (a 'Oisiupted Exchange Business Day"), then the Reference 
Price with respect to such Disrupted Exchange Business Oayshalbe determined based on the official closing 
price of the Underlying Equity quoted on the Exchange as determined by or on behalf of the Calculation Agent, 
on the II ret succeedng Scheduled Trading Day that Is not a Disrupted Day (the 'Relevant Scheduled Trac^ 
Day'), unless each of the eight Scheduled Trading Days immediately foliowing the Disrupted Exchange 
Business Day is a Disaipted Day. In that case, the Reference Price with respect to such Oismpted Exchange 
Business Day shall be determined based on the Calculaiion Agent's good faith estimate of the official dosing 
prioe of the Underlying Equity quoted on the Exchange on that eighth Scheduled Tradng Day. 
Physical Delivery Provided that the Notes have not been previously redeemed or purchased and cancelled and, provided further 
that a Knock-out Event has not occurred on or prior to the relevarrt Period End Date, the Issuer shall settle each 
Note by: 
(a) on each Settlement Date other than the last Settlement Date, physical deiiveiy of the Total Number of 
Shares with respect to the relevant Observation Period; and 
,, (b) on the last Settlement Date: 
“ (I) physical defiveiy o» the Total Number of Shares with rasped to the last Observation Period; and 
(11) payment of the Cash Settlement Amount (if greater than zero). 
where: 
Cash Sotttemeni Amount = Specified Denomination • (Total Defiveiy x Forward Prioe) 
Total Delive(y means the sum oi the Total Number of Shares delivered to the Noteholder on each oi the 
Settlement Dates prior to the last Settlement Date, plus the Total Number o( Shares to be deivered to the 
Notehotder on the last Seitlement Date. 
Knock-out Date The day on which a Knock-out Event occurs. 
Knock-out Event A Knock-out Event occurs if the Reference Price of the Undertying Equity, as deteimined by the Calculation 
, Agent, on any Exchange Business Day during the period from and including the Trade Date k) and Including 
the Period End Date for the last Observation Period is equal to or greater than the Knock-Out Price. 
H a Knock-Out Event has occurred, Ihe Notes wM be tarminated and the Issuer wil settle each Note at the 
Knock-out Redemption Anxxint on the Knock-od Settlement Date. 
‘ Alter payment/deliveiy of the Knock-out Redemption Amount, the Issuer will have no further obligations in 
respect of the Notes. 




Knock-out Redemption Amount (a) physical dettveiy of the Total Number d Shares with respect to Ihe relevant Observation Period during 
which Ihe Knock-out Event occurs; and 
(b) payment of Ihe KO Cash Setttement Amount 
where: 
KO Cash Setttement Amount = Specified Denomina»ion. (KO Total Delivoiy x Forward Price) 
KO Total Delivery means the sum of the Toted Number o( Shares delivered to the Notehokter on each of the 
SeMemerH Dates prior to the Knock-out Date, plus the Total Number of Shares to be delivered to the 
Noteholder with respect to the Obsetvation Period during wNch the Knock-out Event occurs. 
Knock-out Setllement Data Two Exchange Business Days following the Knock-out Date; prwkted that if a Knod-out Event occurs prior to 
the Issue Date, the Knock-out Setttement Date will be the third Exchange Business Day following the Issue 
Date 
Observation Pwlod Subject to the occurrence of a Knock-out Event, there wiH be a total ol 12 Obsetvallon Periods, each of which 
will commencQ from and includes the relevant Period Start Date and ends on and includes Ihe relevant Period 
End Date as specified In the Setttement Schedule set out below. 
Settlement Schedule Period Start Period End No. of Exchange Bu»lne»» 
Date Date Settlement Date Days* 
1 04Jun2008 03 Jul 2008 07 Jul 2008 20 
2 04 Jul 2006 01 Aug 2008 05 Aug 2008 21 
3 04 Aug 2006 03 Sep 2008 05 Sep 2008 23 
4 04 Sep 2006 03 Oct 2008 08 Od 2008 20 
5 06 Oct 2008 03 Nov 2006 05 Nov 2008 20 
6 04 Nov 2006 03 Dec 2008 05 Dec 2008 22 
7 04 Dec 2006 02 Jan 2009 06 Jan 2009 19 
8 05 Jan 2009 03 Feb 2009 05 Feb 2009 19 
9 04 Feb 2009 03 Mar 2009 05 Mar 2009 20 
10 04 Mar 2009 03 Apr 2009 07 Apr 2009 23 
11 06 Apr 2009 30 Apr 2009 05 May 2009 17 
12 04 May 2009 05Jun2009 09Jun2009 24 
* The number of Exchange Business Days may be less than the number specHied above H the Exchange fails 
to open on any Scheduled Tracfing Day 
Exchange The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Ltd. 
Adjustment EvenU Applkabte - Polemic Adjustment Events. Delisting, Merger Event, Nationalisation, Insolvency and Tender 
Offer 
Additional Disruption Events Applicable - Hedging Disniption Event/Increased Cost of Hedging 
Governing Urn Netheriands Law 
ISIN tor Die Notes TBD 
Re(iten\Bloomberg RABOSEC/RABS 
SettlemenI Cleafstream/Eurodear 




Includes Hong Kong, Singapore and Liechtenstein 
No action has been taken which would permlU public offering of the Notes In any juiisdicten where action for 
that purpose is required. Acootdhgly, no Notes may be oHered or sold, cirectly or indirectly, and neither this 
document nor any advertisement or offering material may be dtetributed or publshed In any such jurisdiction, 
except in circumstances that wit result in compliance with any applicable laws and regulations. The Notes 
have not been and will not be _ e r e d under the United Stales Seouies Act 0(1933, as amended, and are 
subject to U.S. tax law requirements. Sut^ ect to certain exceptions, Notes may not be offered, sold or delivered 
within the United States or to U.S. persons. Refer to the Offering Circular and Final Teems for further detals oi 
applicaUe seUng restrictions. 
Disclaimers See Appendbc A attached 
RepfWdntatlOM See Appendx A attached .. 






The information In this document does not constitute Investment advice and has been prepared for information purposes only. This document should not be 
construed nor does It constitute or form part of any offer, or invitation, to subscribe for or to salt, or solicitation of any offer to subscribe for or purchase, the 
securities referred to herein. It is directed only at persons who are _professlonal Investors* within the meaning of the Securities and Futures Ordinance 
(Cap.571)ofHong Kong. 
In certain circumstances, the Issuer sells Notes to dealers or other financial Institutions at a discount to the issue price. Tho Issuer and/or Its afflltates 
("Rabobank") trade on their own account and may from time to lime hold or act as market makers in relation to thd equities, Mcurfties, funds or other financial 
Instruments or assets (or their economic equivalents) mentioned in this document. Rabobank•，trading and/or hedging activities may have an Impact on the 
price of the underlying financial Instruments or assets. Rabobank may act as advisor, broker, or commercial/investment banker to persons mentioned in this 
document. 
The purchase of the Notes may Involve &ubstantial risks and is suitable only for investors who have the knowledge and experience in financial and business 
matters necessary to enable them to evaluate the risks and merits of an Investment In the Notes. Before making an Investment decision, prospective 
.purchasers of the Notes should consider carefulty. In the light of their own financial circumstances and Investment objectives, all the Information (Including the 
risk factors) In the Offering Circular and Final Terms for the Notes. Prospecdvo purchasers should consult with their own legal, regulatory, tax, financial, 
accounting and other advisors to the extent they consider appropriate and make their own assessment of the appropriateness and suitability of the 
transaction based on their own |udgmont and on advice from those advisers they consider necessary. Rabobank is not acting as adviser or fiduciary to any 
person. Rabobank has made no investigation Into the treatment of the Notes by tha tax authorities of any country, including the United States of America. 
Rabobank does not make any warranty, express or Implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the Information and 
any opinions In this document. 
Codperatleve Centrale RairTelsen • Boerenleenbank B.A. (Rabobank Structured Products) is authorised by De Nederlandsche Bank. Rabobank International 
Hong Kong Branch is regulated by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority. Thia document may not be reproducad, distributed or publiBhed, in whole or in part, for 
any purpose, except with the prior written consent of Rabobank International Hong Kong Branch. 
Representations 
By purchasing the Notes, you are deemed to represent, acknowledge and agree that: 
(a) you have obtained all consents, approvals and authorisations required by you to make an offer for and acquire the Notes; 
(b) entry Into the transaction does not and will not conflict with or result In a breach or violation of any applicable law or regulation by you or the Issuer or 
otherwise breach or vfolate any of your constitutional documents or any other agreement you may have entered into; 
(c) in the event that you subsequently decide to re-sell any of the Notes, you will comply with all applicable laws and selling restrlcttons relating to the offer 
and sale of the Notes and the distribution of any document relating to the offer of the Notes; 
(d) you are not relying on any communication (written or oral) of Rabobank as Investment advice or as a recommendation to enter Into the transaction and 
you understand that Information and explanations relating to the transaction shall not be considered Investment advice or a recommendation to enter into the 
transaction; 
(e) no communication (written or oral) of Rabobank shall be constated as an assurance or guarantee as to the expected returns of the transaction; 
(0 neither Rabobank, nor any person representing or acting on behalf of Rabobank. Is acting as a fiduciary for, or an adviser to, you in respect of the 
transaction; 
(g) you are solely responsible for and have sufficient knowledge, experience and professional advice to make your own evaluation of the merits and risks of 
the transaction; 
(h) you have consulted your own legal, regulatory, tax, financial and accounting advisors to the extent you consider necessary, and have mado your own 
assessment of the appropriateness and suitability of the transaction basad on your own judgment and on advice from those advisors as you consider 
necessary; 
(i) you consent to the disclosure to any governmental authority or regulatory body with respect to, or In connection with, the Notes or any related matters; 
G) Rabobank Is not making, and has not made, any representations whatsoever as to any equity, security, fund* Jndex or other financial Instrument or asset 
underlying the transaction; 
(k) Rabobank may at any time be In possession of information In relation to the issuer of any equity, security, fund, Index or other financial Instrument or asset 
ufKiertying the transaction which Is or may be material In the context of the Notes and which Is or may not be known to the general public or to you. The 
Issuance of the Motes does not create any obligation on the part of Rabobank to disclose to the Noteholders any such relationship or Information (whether or 
not confidential) and Rabobank shall not be liable to any Noteholders by reason of such non-dlsdosure. 
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W H A T ARE THE B E N E F I T S OF THE THE C O N S U M E R H 
A C C U M U L A T O R CONTRACT? A C C U M U L A T O R ^ " • 
Bushels are priced below today's current market 
and there is no up front premium costs. FCStone ® Y S T O N E 
offers variations of the Consumer Accumulator, 
such as the No-KO Consumer Accumulator, which A N E N D - U S E R P R I C I N G S T R A T E G Y ^ H 
continues to price when the KO has been hit; or ^ ^ ^ 
the No-Double Up Consumer Accumulator, where ^ ^ ^ 
no bushels when the ^ ^ H 
There is the potential of your weekly commitment ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f f i ^ ^ ^ B Q ^ ^ B ^ ^ S B ^ ^ ^ H ^ i ^ 條 》 : • 巧 、 广 ： 广 . -
doubling In the contract period. If the knockout 盛 j ^ U g j t 邀 邀 < • 
level is hit, unaccumulated bushels are unpriced. 誕,：丨BB 
And, there is no down side price protection below 
the accumulator purchase to 昏 3 •我 
further minimize your risk, only a portion of your 
consumption should be placed under this strategy. 
K) IS T H E A C C U M U L A T O R CONTRACT 一 ^ ^ ^ H 
FOR OTHER - • T ^ M 
The Accumulator for other ； ； ‘ 〜 ^ ^ 
• B - ^ ^ g n g f / K K ^ ^ I I f ' • 巧 • 
• Wheat Minneapolis,Kansas J j m . 
no to buy or futuJCft optionft on contracts 
or product?. Commodrty results are I H ^ H ^ H I H I I H I ^ H I I H H H i ^ ^ ^ l H I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H H i H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I 
nece&sanly indicative! of futures performance Reference to and discussion of OTC 
products are made solely on be l^f of FCStone Trading LLC Reproduction wiUioiit ^ ^ H 






WHAT IS AN ACCUMULATOR CONTRACT? Example Contract Each week during the accumulation period, bushels 
p； j r 1 are priced at the accumulation purchase level ($2.25) 
The Accumulator contract allows a commodity end Accumuiotor Purchase Level $2.25 if certain conditions are met. 
user to have an equal quantity of bushels priced Current December Corn Futures (CBOT) $2.37 广Drvr* • , . • . 
weekly be,owtoday's current market With no Knockout Barrier Level' ^ . 二〔.〔；巳日 二，，丘�。忠门二任。二a^c〔二二丨【on 
up front premium cost as long as certain market barrier of $2.52, then 2,500 bushels are priced at $2.25. ' 
conditions are met. 
Weekly Bushel Commitment 2,500 bushels . if the Dec CBOT futures close below $2.25, then the 
Accumulation Period 30 weeks commitment of bushels double (2,500 to 5,000) and 
H o w DOES THE CONTRACT WORK? are prlccd at the accumulation purchase level of $2.25. 
The consumer sets contract pricing levels, wh,ch = 二 . Ifthe Dec. CBOT futures trade at or above the ； 
specific length of time or an accumulation period. . Each wek Dec CBOT was below $2^5 . on the first d,y of the acumulation no additional bushels are priced. 
As the consumer, you commit to pricing a weekly and never traded at or above 5152 CBOT traded at the knockout • Knockout event can only occur during the day session and on any 
quantity of bushels. during the accumulation perlcxf. barrier price level of $2.52. day during the duration of the accumulation period. 
On a pre-defined day each week, the closing futures ‘ 
price for a specific commodity is compared to the P r i c e o f W e e k l y C l o s e s j 
accumulator purchase level for that commodity. If 75 CBOT 
杀 the closing futures price fs above the accumulator 激 
purchase level and below the knockout barrier $2.70 艰 
level, the weekly commitment of bushels is priced 客2 65 f 
at the original accumulator purchase level. ® cBOTtr.d« at Kr>ockout 
厂 O 12 eo B_rrl«r L*v_l, contract ends tarty I 
WHAT HAPPENS IF FUTURES PRICES ARE T 零之站 
日EU3W THE ACCUMULATOR PURCHASE tXVEX? | ,. . Knockout 
Ifthe closing futures price is below the accumulator 1> $ 2 « f \ / \ I I 
purchase level, the weekly bushel commitment 2 , N \ l \ \ 
doubles and is priced at the accumulator purchase | / \ / \ aA4 1 W i 
level. Therefore, as the consumer, you are committing $2.36 r ^ U - A f A / \ / V ‘ 
to twice the number of bushels for that specific week. $2.30 ^ ^ A w V A / \ / * 
WHAT IS THE KNOCKOUT BARRIER AND HOW $2.26 Y ^ / Accumulator 
DOES IT AFFECT THE CONTRACT? 20 Y PurchastLev.1 
The Accumulator contract hasaknockout barrier .碧营窘 1 謹每囊震護塁 1 i 奪 1 •营 § 1 § 養謹 1 養营 g § i 营養 , 
level that is set above today's current market. Ifthe ‘ 
referenced futures trade at or above the knockout 30 Week Contract - ] 
barrier level, the accumulation will end. Final bushel . — 
commitment is calculated and sent to the grain buyer. .、""r ^ j m 





> Attitude to Risk: Medium 
FX Linked Accumulator Note 
Summary 
An FX Linked Accumulator Note is a structured note Accumulator Note Example 
linked to the performance of a foreign currency exchange 
rate. The note will redeem partly in the original currency Denominat ion EUR 
of Denomination and partly in the Alternate Currency at ^ p i f a T ^ ^ i ^ " 
an attractive rate compared to the prevailing rate on the — ~ — — ； — 
Pricing Date. The amount of currency to be redeemed Participation Rate 100% 
and in which currency depends on where the Underlying Under ly ing The price of 1 EUR expressed in 
Exchange Rate is fixed relative to two barriers during the Exchange Rate ,USD (currently at 1.2800) 
note's tenor. The objective is to accumulate as much Current Spot 1.2800 
'cheap' alternate currency as possible. g ^ t r ^ 13500 ~ 
Market View Barrier 1 1.3500 
The typical FX Linked Accumulator Note can be made Bamer 2 ” 細 
to suit both range bound and trending markets. The note Weight ing above 
can also be structured to accommodate relatively high or Barrier 1 100% 
low implied volatility. It suits investors who are looking to — 
gain exposure to the change in value of a currency pair. Barrier 1 and 2 100% 
Product Description 
The FX Linked Accumulator Note is a note in which the — 
investor combines his short term cash investment with Total Fixings ^ 
the purchase and short sale of a Fader option. A Fader Pricing Date Today 
option has two barriers. The notional amount of the Fader Issue Date l^yVs'busines^da^"" 
option will grow on a periodic basis. The growth depends Valuation Date Today+12 months at 10 A M NY 
on the Underlying Exchange Rate fixing above, between T" :——^ 
or below the barriers. The level of the barrier can be Matur i ty Date Issue da te+12 months 
chosen freely, as well as the weighting of the fixings. 
Ultimately a Fader option has the same risk and return This FX Linked Accumulator Note pays no coupon. Each 
profile as a vanilla European FX option. fixing above Barrier 1 and between Barrier 1 and 2 will be 
“ • counted. Each fixing below Barrier 2 will not be counted. 
If the majority of the notional of these Fader options has The more fixings above Barrier 2, the more 'cheap' dollars 
accrued, the note will behave more like an outright long the investor will accumulate, 
or short position in the Underlying Exchange Rate. However, 
if only a slight amount of the notional has accrued, the For example if 230 fixings are above Barrier 2, the note 
note will behave more like a zero coupon bond. The will be redeemed for 89.84% (=230 / 256) in USD at 
participation rate can vary. Sometimes the instrument 1.3500 USD per EUR. The remaining 10.16% will be 
is structured to pay a coupon. redeemed in EUR. 
30 
Hypothetical Scenario The second hypothetical scenario involves a development 
This paragraph describes the redemption value of the example, where the Underlying Exchange Rate is going up, breaking 
based on two hypothetical scenarios of the underlying exchange Barrier 2 after 91 fixings, resulting in a redemption price 
rate. The first is made to develop in line with expectations, below par. The limited number of fixings between Barrier 1 
staying between Barrier 1 and Barrier 2 most of the time. and Barrier 2 leave the note less sensitive to changes in the 
0 MP Underlying Exchange Rate than in the previous hypothetical 
1 • ' ^ scenario. Had more fixings been in between Barrier 1 and 
g 1.33 200 1 Barrier 2, the redemption price could have been much 
? f more below par. 
_ ~ Z . . . . . . 巧 c j § 1 : 5 3 ： 
I ^ w . I i 
I I 譽 1 
f 谨 Z ； —^X^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^’ 
5 1 51 101 161 201 256 g, - | 
Days during the tenor | MZ :一―..—_„一.— 96% E 
Lower Barrier Upper Barrier Spot Fixings . • … • . | 
Source: ABN AMRO Bank N.V., February 2007 1" 1 05 請 - -....—.- -.... 
=> 1 S2 103 154 205 256 
As a result 230 of the 256 fixings are inside the range. The Days during the tenor 
Redempt ion Price of the note develops a st rong negative ~ ~ Lower Barrier ——Upper Barrier — Spot 一 Spot 
relationship with the Underlying Exchange Rate if the latter source： ABN AMRO BANK N.V, February 2007. 
stays between Barrier 1 and Barrier 2 for an extensive period of 
time. In this hypothetical scenario the Underlying Exchange 
Rate goes down strongly, making the price of the note go up. 
5 MQ 120% 
UJ . . , 
Q ：— '二 S 
I —.I 
1 』 •场舊 
I ———.—— I 
5 1 SJ 101 151 201 256' 
Days during the Tenor 
Lower Barrier 一 Upper Barrier Spot Redemption 
Price 
Source: ABN AMRO Bank N.V, February 2007 
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Payoff Diagram 
Accumulator notes can be structured in many ways, 
differing from the example as outlined before. Therefore 
no standard payoff diagram can be given. 
The accumulator note as described in the example is 
more sensitive to the Underlying Exchange Rate if more 
fixings are taken into account. Also it shows a positive 
performance if the Underlying Exchange Rate is going 
down and a negative performance if it is going up. These 
characteristics are shown in the diagram below. 
Fsw Many 
£ 0) Bullish Little Sensitivity Much Sensitivity 
Negative Performance Negative Performance 
I a — 
a ^ 
•g y Beaush Linie Sensitivity Much Sensitivity 
ff ⑴ Positive Performance Positive Performance 
Number of Fixmgi-. between Barrier 1 imtl Barrier 2 
Risks 
The main risk for the investor is a scenario in which the 
note accumulates much alternate currency while that 
currency depreciates significantly versus the original 
investment currency. This could result in fair value 
redemption below originally invested. 
When transacted in note form, the note may trade below 
par during the life of the transaction. 
Further risk factors will be described in the relevant 
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